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Mesila Park - Baka - A winning combination.
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Was established in 1966 and has acquired a
reputation of high quality construction. The
company is headed by Mr. Shmulik Levy who
has served as Chairman of the Building and
Infrastructure Contractors Association and
Vice President of the National Association of
Contractors.
H'Alonim is well known in Jerusalem and the
Judean Hills for its extensive experience in
building upscale residential urban renewal
projects, villas, private homes and public
structures. H'Alonim projects are designed by
leading architects; abide by strict engineering
standards; utilize advanced construction
methods; are imbued with state-of-the-art
technical specifications that are prepared by
highly experienced professionals; and are all
carried out within defined start-to-completion
timetable parameters.
H'Alonim specializes in TAMA 38 projects
– the national program for strengthening
and reinforcing residential buildings against
earthquakes. In order to implement these
projects to the full satisfaction of the residents,
H'Alonim has worked closely with the house
committees in the Bayit VeGan, Perechi Chen,
Pinkas, Hida, Bethlehem Road buildings and
now the Naftali Street project.
The company has also entered into an
agreement with Azorim for the construction of
a Jerusalem urban renewal project of more than
400 housing units in the Talpiot neighborhood
to be rebuilt within the framework of
evacuating the condemned structures &
construction of new housing.
The preparatory work for all these projects
are at a very advanced stages, with actual
construction scheduled to begin in the near
future.

Mesila Park Baka Residence
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Between Baka and the
GermanColony
The Baka neighborhood was established in
the 1920s and is located between the streets of
Hebron Road in the east and the Rakevet Street
in the west. "Baka" was its Arabic name, after
the Valley of Emek Refaim. The neighborhood is
characterized by Arab style houses in a variety of
architectural styles and quiet streets planted with
tall established trees that give the neighborhood a
special character. Thanks to its unique character,
the neighborhood has developed and changed
in recent years and young couples flock to it
alongside affluent residents.
The German colony was established in the 1870s
by members of a German religious movement,
which were called German Templars. The
neighborhood was built in the style typical of
German villages, according to the arrangement
of the "village style street": a central street and on
either side two-story houses with red tiled roofs.
Fruit trees and vegetable gardens were planted
between the houses. Along its streets, ornamental
trees were planted for their shade, creating a
leafy country atmosphere.
The neighborhood is characterized today by an
open fabric of life between the religious and the
secular. Emek Refaim Street is the main street
of the Colony and is a magnet for Jerusalemites
and tourists thanks to its unique boutiques and a
variety of restaurants and cafés.

The Mesila Park project is located in one of the
most popular green areas in Jerusalem - the
promenade of the railway track that was built
along the historic tracks of Jerusalem. This
dynamic urban park attracts the residents of
Jerusalem of all ages and backgrounds, who
travel, run and ride their bicycles, while enjoying
the unique atmosphere of the area between the
Baka neighborhood and the German Colony. The
area is known for its restaurants, intimate cafes
and picturesque residential buildings, and has
become the center of commercial and social life
for Jerusalem.
The area is characterized by preserved and varied
architectural styles, which have made the area
one of the most desirable residential areas of
Jerusalem.
The neighborhoods of Baka and the German
Colony are known for their open social fabric,
which provides expression to communities from
all walks of life in Jerusalem: English and French,
religious and secular.
The project includes a limited number of luxury
duplex apartments of 160 sqm and 140 sqm with
a high finish level.
From the balconies in the project you can view
the houses of the German Colony and Baka.
The project is a winning combination of location,
architectural design and a high level of finish that
give the buyers a perfect living space.
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Entrance Floor
6th Floor

The Main Details

Dining Room
260/590

Naftali St.

Balcony
415/280

Living Floor
5th Floor

335/315

Mesila Park/Rakevet Road

450/265
Master
Bedroom
415/315

450/265
325/315

Master Bedroom
265/335

Brochure Design: Rotem Perets

* Plans for illustrative purposes only

Kitchen
375/345

445/260

•• Designed security door.
•• Porcelain flooring in sizes 80/80, 45/90,
60/60. A variety of models to choose from.
•• Electric rolling shutters throughout the
apartment (except for security rooms and
baths).
•• Lightweight aluminum windows or
equivalent. Double glass (except for a safe
room and windows in bathrooms).
•• UV Dry keep window - Includes shades
•• Preparation for a home cinema system in a
housing room.
•• High quality kitchen cabinets made of
plywood (sandwich)
•• Caesar stone stone countertops in the
kitchen. A variety of models to choose from.
•• Double kitchen sink (if necessary), acrylic or
stainless steel in a flat installation.
•• Preparation for dishwasher.
•• Hanging toilets and concealed wash tank in
bathroom.
•• A bathroom cabinet and bathtub.
•• Luxury faucets are Hamat or equivalent.
•• TV and telephone connection point in each
room.
•• All electrical accessories "Gewiss" or
equivalent value.
•• Interior doors model name Unique, Pandor
3 models. White included, with Flexboard
fill.
•• Three phase power 3/40.
•• Intercom and color CCTV (internal
telephone) integrated in the entrance door
of the building.
•• Central air conditioning from advanced
technology.
•• A water point (with a garden faucet) and
a water-protected power point on each
balcony.
•• Electrical floor heating including baths and
toilets.
•• 150 liters electric boiler with a Sabbath timer
built in.
•• Pergola on the kitchen balcony.
•• Quality elevators are approved by the
Standards Institute and elevator engineer.
•• Smart home system.
•• 4 hours with an interior designer

Balcony
240/520

Living Room
330/500

